Civil Air Patrol’s ACE Program
Cloud Clues
Grade 3 Academic Lesson #1
Topic: clouds, weather (science, language arts)
Length of Lesson:
• Introductory Lesson - 30 minutes
• 5 minutes per day for a week or for as many days
as needed to show patterns of change over time.
Students can also chart intermittently throughout
the year in order to observe changes over time.
Objectives:
• Students will identify 6 types of clouds: cirrus, cumulus, altocumulus,
cumulonimbus, stratocumulus, and stratus.
• Students will associate types of clouds with types of weather.
• Students will represent data in tables and graphs
• Students will work with informational text to answer questions, describe the
relationship between scientific ideas, determine the meaning of academic
vocabulary, use text features in text, use information gained from illustrations and
words in text to understand text
Next Generation Science Standard:
• Earth’s Systems
o 3-ESS2-1-Represent data in tables and graphical displays to describe
typical weather conditions expected in a particular season.
CCSS ELA:
• Informational Text Standards
o RI.3.1-Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text,
referring explicitly to the text as the basis for the answers.
o RI.3.3-Describe the relationship between a series of historical events,
scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using
language that pertain to time, sequence, and cause/effect.
o RI.3.4-Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific
words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 3 topic or subject area.
o RI.3.5-Use text features and search tools to locate information relevant to
a given topic efficiently.
o RI.3.7-Use information gained from illustrations and the words in a text to
demonstrate understanding of the text.
o RI.3.10-By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts,
including history/social studies, science, and technical texts, at the high end
of the grades 2-3 text complexity band independently and proficiently.
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Background Information:
(from NASA at SpacePlace: Unscramble the Clouds)
Clouds are the sky's way of moving water from one place to another. Water on land or in
the ocean evaporates, turning from a liquid to a gas called water vapor. The water vapor
rises, cools, and then turns back into a liquid, forming tiny droplets. Enough of these
droplets make a cloud. When the droplets come together, they combine to form bigger
droplets. When they get big enough, they fall to the ground as rain. Or, if it's very cold,
they freeze and come down as snow or sleet or hail. Meanwhile, the wind may have blown
the cloud a long distance from where its water started.
You can tell a lot from a cloud's shape, size, and "texture." We put clouds into categories
based on their shape, how high they are in the sky, how big they are, how they formed,
how fast and in what direction they're moving . . . and so on. Sometimes clouds are very
unruly. They appear to be a little of this and a little of that.
Besides moving water around from one place to another, clouds play a very important part
in maintaining Earth's temperature. Scientists need to understand better how
clouds affect climate. Current weather satellites give scientists a lot of important
information about clouds, but they don't show anything about how the clouds are built top
to bottom.
Cloudsat is a space mission that began in 1999 to help us better understand clouds and how
they affect the Earth. In order to study clouds, 3-D images of them are taken using
advanced radar technology. In 2006, Cloudsat joined four other satellites already in orbit
to form a constellation of satellites. These satellites were joined on June 1, 2006 and are
called A-Train. These satellites fly in orbit around the Earth. Cloudsat measures
how much liquid water and ice are in the clouds at what heights and how these
factors affect the clouds' ability to reflect or trap the sun's energy.
Data
collected by these satellites is combined to give a better understanding than we have
ever had before of how clouds work and how they affect climate all over Earth.
Materials:
Teachers will need to become free members of the website ReadWorks. The
passage “The Whys of Weather: Clouds” can be used to build background
knowledge as well as meet the ELA
standards above. There are comprehension questions at
the end of the passage.
-

“Cloud Finder” wheel pages for each student
brads (one per student)
scissors
chalkboard/dry erase board and chalk/dry erase marker

-

cardstock (optional)
glue sticks (optional)
Cloud Observation Chart
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Initial Lesson Presentation:
1. Tell students that they are going to practice a reading, observation, and listening
skills activity. Tell them that they are going to listen to the clouds! Take time to
build background knowledge about how clouds are formed and the different types
of clouds by reading together or independently and then discussing the passage
from ReadWorks.
2. Tell the students that clouds come in three basic shapes. Write and illustrate the
cloud shapes on the board or use the websites below to show pictures/videos of the
three different types of clouds.
cirrus – wispy; cumulus – heaped and puffy; stratus – layered
WeatherWizKids: Clouds
Ducksters :Clouds
The website above relates clouds to different types of weather.
EasyScienceForKids: Clouds
"All About Clouds for Kids: Types and Names of Clouds"
WeatherWorksInc: Clouds
The website above helps children know which types of clouds are seen with
different weather and may help them associate the weather with different seasons.
3. Explain that clouds also occur at different heights above the surface of the earth.
High clouds usually have “cirrus” or “cirro” in their names. Middle level clouds
usually have “alto” included in the names. Names of low clouds do not always have a
clue in their names indicating that they are low. On the board, write:
cirrus or cirro = high

alto = middle

4. Tell students that they are going to make a cloud identification wheel that will help
them identify clouds and that will tell them about the cloud types and the weather
associated with the clouds.
5. Distribute the two “Cloud Finder” pages to each student and have them assemble it.
-

Cut out the circles on the dotted lines. Also, have students cut out the “cut
out” portions as indicated on one of the circles.

-

(optional) Have students glue the circle with the written cloud descriptions
onto a piece of cardstock and cut it out in order to create a firmer, more
durable cloud identification wheel.

-

Have students place the circle that shows the cloud symbols and is labeled
“Cloud Finder” over the circle that has the written cloud descriptions.

-

Have students place a brad through the center black dot of each circular
disk.
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6. Once the cloud wheels are assembled, go through each cloud type and call on
students to read the written description of the cloud. Refer to the shape names
and cloud heights you wrote on the board. Incorporate this information in the
discussion of the different kinds of clouds. For example, stratocumulus refers
to layered, puffy clouds and altocumulus refers to mid-level clouds that are
puffy. For cumulonimbus, explain that “nimbus” is given to clouds where
precipitation (rain, sleet, or snow) is occurring.
7. Tell students that there are about 10-12 types of clouds, but that you all are only
focusing on 6 types of clouds today. This is why it may be a little bit difficult at
times to be sure of exactly what type of clouds they see in the sky. Remind them
that the first helpful step for cloud identification is to determine its shape as
cirrus, cumulus, or stratus.
8. Allow students to go outside 2 or 3 times during the school day to observe the
clouds and determine, to the best of their ability, the type of clouds in the sky and
discuss what the clouds tell them about the weather. As students go out and
observe the different types of clouds in the sky, ask them to complete the Cloud
Observation Chart in order to note what types of weather are associated with what
cloud type during the time of year in which you are working. This activity can be
referred back to for long term data collection throughout the school year.
Summarization:
Call out cloud descriptions using the cloud wheel and have students name the cloud you are
describing. Continue asking the following review questions:
• What low, flat layer of clouds may bring drizzle? (stratus)
• What clouds usually mean fair weather unless they grow tall? (cumulus)
• Which clouds mean good weather, but that weather could change within a day or
two? (cirrus)
• Which clouds bring rain that is heavier than light
rain? (altocumulus, stratocumulus)
• Which clouds usually tell us that thunderstorms are on the way? (cumulonimbus)
Ask students why observing and studying clouds is important and how clouds can “tell” us
what type of weather to expect/prepare for. (Cloud identification can help us prepare
for weather. Cloud cover affects temperature. Additionally, cloud cover affects plane
flights. Some pilots cannot fly if the clouds are too low. Planes avoid cumulonimbus
clouds. The clouds, which affect the weather, can also affect rocket launches. Cirrus
clouds appear during good weather. Cumulus clouds usually mean good weather.
Stratus clouds often mean precipitation.)
"How Clouds Affect Temperature"
"Why Does the Space Shuttle Need Clear Weather to Launch?"
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Character Connection: Tell students that we all come to school in different moods at
different times. Sometimes, we feel high, happy, and wispy like cirrus clouds. Sometimes
we feel dark and angry like cumulonimbus clouds. No matter what mood we are in, remind
students that it is no excuse to be rude or disrespectful. Being rude or disrespectful
is like lightning flashing from a cumulonimbus cloud and hurting someone. A good way
to avoid hurting someone’s feelings when you are feeling sad or in a bad mood is to tell
them how you are feeling and to let the person politely know that you would rather not
talk or play until you are feeling better and your “low stratus” or “angry
cumulonimbus” clouds have moved on and the sun is out among silly cirrus or happy fluffy
cumulus clouds.
Assessment:
• student answers to class discussion questions
• construction of “Cloud Finder”
• passage from ReadWorks
• Cloud Observation Chart
• “Cloud Clues” crossword puzzle (optional)
Additional activity ideas to enrich and extend the primary lesson (optional):
• Have students complete the “Cloud Clues” crossword puzzle.
•

Give each student a piece of blue construction paper and several cotton balls. Have
them fold the construction paper in half vertically, like a hot dog bun. Then, have
them open the construction paper back up and orient the paper sideways
(landscape), such that the crease in the construction paper is going horizontally.
Ask the students to separate their paper into 6 sections by either drawing to
vertical lines about 4” in from each side or making a fold about 4” in from each side.
At the top of each box along the top of the page, have students label the boxes
with the following words: cirrus, cumulus, cumulonimbus. Underneath those boxes,
have students label the remaining boxes with one of these words: stratus,
stratocumulus, and altocumulus. Allow students to illustrate each of these cloud
types by shaping and gluing cotton balls into each box on the construction paper.

•

Create a class cloud chart. Select students to check the clouds in the morning and
afternoon and record their observations and weather conditions on a class chart
for a week or so. See if students can improve their weather predictions by
observing the clouds.

•

Have students make a PowerPoint, song, play, or model to tell about three main
types of clouds. Ask them to include the name of each type of cloud, two
characteristics of each cloud, and the type of weather associated with each type of
cloud.
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Cloud Observation Chart
Time of
Observation

Illustration of
Clouds

Two Descriptions
of Clouds

What type of
weather is
predicted or
associated with
this type of
cloud?

In which season
do you think you’d
most often see
this type of
cloud?
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Previously designated as “free printable” at teacher.scholastic.com.
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Previously designated as “free printable” at teacher.scholastic.com.
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CLOUD CLUES
Name ________________________________________________
Use your cloud identification wheel to help you complete the crossword puzzle.

ACROSS
4. All clouds are made of ____ and/or ice.
5. Cumulus clouds usually mean fair
weather unless they grow ____ late in the
day.

DOWN
1. Clouds that are very likely to bring us
steady rain include stratocumulus and
____ clouds.
2. These clouds are flat layers of low
clouds, like a sheet covering the sky.

3. Stratus clouds give us overcast skies
6. These are fluffy clouds that are like big
and may bring light rain, ___, or snow
balls of cotton in the sky.
flurries.
8. Wispy cirrus clouds are located very 7. These clouds mean good weather, but
____ in the sky.
can also mean a change is on the way.
10. If the temperature is cold enough,
9. Cumulonimbus clouds tell us that these
altocumulus and stratocumulus clouds tell
are usually on the way.
us that ___ is likely.
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CLOUD CLUES
Answer Key

ACROSS
4. All clouds are made of ____ and/or ice.
5. Cumulus clouds usually mean fair
weather unless they grow ____ late in the
day.

DOWN
1. Clouds that are very likely to bring us
steady rain include stratocumulus and
____ clouds.
2. These clouds are flat layers of low
clouds, like a sheet covering the sky.

3. Stratus clouds give us overcast skies
6. These are fluffy clouds that are like big
and may bring light rain, ___, or snow
balls of cotton in the sky.
flurries.
8. Wispy cirrus clouds are located very 7. These clouds mean good weather, but
____ in the sky.
can also mean a change is on the way.
10. If the temperature is cold enough,
9. Cumulonimbus clouds tell us that these
altocumulus and stratocumulus clouds tell
are usually on the way.
us that ___ is likely.
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